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ABSTRACT
The interplay between three critical aspects — biology of the virus,

human behavior, and government policies — significantly deter-

mine the spread and impact of any given epidemic. With over 3

million deaths worldwide, COVID-19 has exposed the vulnerabili-

ties of modern societies to not only an epidemic outbreak, but the

corresponding spread of misinformation on social media platforms.

In order to understand the human behavior that facilitated the

rapid spread of COVID-19, we study the spread of misinformation

through social media. While the biology governing the spread of a

virus through a population is well understood, the spread of mis-

information is relatively less understood, and therefore difficult to

control.

By selecting different narratives on origin of COVID-19 and its

fake cures, we collected data from Reddit posts and their corre-

sponding comments. Using metrics from social media analysis, we

characterize different aspects of content dynamics such as number

of shares over time, lifetime of a topic, and speed of spread, for

the chosen narratives. We associate the peaks in online activity to

corresponding peaks in general media for a given topic to identify

the sources driving the creation and spread of misinformation. We

also compute graph-theoretic measures of the graphs represent-

ing user interactions to identify key users in a narrative. We then

use the empirical evidence to design a set of recommendations to

minimize the spread of misinformation in social media, with the

ultimate goal of providing a fast and effective response to epidemic

outbreaks in the future.
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1 INTRODUCTION
People form their perceptions and opinions about several aspects of

their life under the influence of people around them [17]. Influence

can be measured in terms of the information flow that happens

from one person to another. Misinformation can be simply defined

as reconfigured content, where existing and often true information

is spun, twisted, recontextualized, or reworked to be misleading,

whether intentionally or unintentionally. Further, disinformation

is deliberately deceptive misinformation, for example, propaganda
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meant to mislead people into believing outright lies [22, 23]. Misin-

formation has the power to influence large populations of people

based on what they see, hear, or read. Misinformation is now en-

abled by heavily unregulated and ubiquitous online social media

platforms, which are primarily driven by business needs to maxi-

mize user engagement [5].

In order to study the role and impact of misinformation in the

ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, we studied several COVID-19 re-

lated origin and cure narratives that were demonstrated to be un-

true. In particular, we studied the false or fake origin narratives

involving Fauci, Soros, Bioweapon, Gates and 5G as the source of

COVID-19 pandemic. We also studied narratives involving Hydrox-

ychloroquine, Silver solution and Sputnik as the false or fake cures

for COVID-19. We collected and analyzed data from a social media

platform called Reddit, and collected data from various posts, com-

ments, and shares from numerous users for the period beginning

March 2020 to March 2021. Using several metrics from social media

analytics and graph analytics, we present the insights on the data

in support of a set of actions that can be taken towards controlling

or minimizing the spread of misinformation.

We make the following contributions:

• Characterize the dynamics of information spread using several

metrics such as lifetime, speed, Gini index and Palma ratio (§3.1).We

demonstrate that there are several differences between narratives

that can used to design strategies to control the viral spreading of

misinformation (§4.1).

• Characterize user interaction using graph-theoretic modeling

and metrics such as average path length, clustering coefficient and

modularity (§3.2). We demonstrate that there are a few users that

can be targeted for removal to break the spread of misinformation

(§4.2).

• Supported by empirical evidence, we present several strategies

for minimizing and controlling the spread of misinformation (§5).

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study to explore

data from Reddit and combine metrics from social media analytics

and graph analytics to support strategies for minimizing the spread

of misinformation. With 3, 557, 073 deaths worldwide as of June 1,

2021, the impact of misinformation on the human society should

not be underestimated.

2 RELATEDWORK
Conroy et al. observed from a meta-analysis of more than 200 ex-

periments that humans have just 4% better than chance probability

of detecting misinformation [7]. The human susceptibility to rec-

ognize and pinpoint deceptive texts is low and thus indicating that

humans are more likely to fall victim to the misinformation they see

online. Scheufele and Krause observe: “Being misinformed is often

conceptualized as believing in incorrect or counterfactual claims.

However, the line between being misinformed or uninformed —

https://doi.org/xx.xxxx/xxxxxxxxx.xxxxxxx
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that is, simply not knowing — has long been blurry in different

literature” [21]. To fully understand the effects of misinformation

on society, researchers have successfully conducted studies and

formulated the potential risks associated with it. Hopf et al. observe

that false information can not only alter attitudes and policies on

critical ecological, social and political issues, but in some extreme

cases, it can render entire populations at local, national, and even

global scales at risk of severe harm [13]. With over 3.5 million

deaths worldwide as of June 2021, COVID-19 misinformation can

be considered one such disaster of massive proportions. Researchers

have found the influence of misinformation to be so profound that

people are willing to die for a blatantly false cause. A real-world

example is COVID-19 in which misinformation is so persuasive

that patients dying from the disease still claim that COVID-19 is

a hoax [1]. Another example of a viral misinformation spread is

the belief that 5G wireless technology was the origin of COVID-19.

Across the United Kingdom, about seven 5G mobile towers were

burned and forty employees of one UK carrier were physically

or verbally attacked [18]. The correlational and causal evidence

found in several studies suggests that emotion increases belief in

misinformation. Studies have shown that people who engage in

rational thinking are less likely to fall victim to misinformation [15].

We build on the observations from these fundamental studies to

hypothesize and select COVID-19 topics for exploration in this

paper.

A closely related topic to this work is machine learning, which

is one of the most rapidly developing fields in computer science at

solving diverse real-world problems [19]. With successful applica-

tion of machine learning methods in a wide variety of impactful

problems, there is a hope of putting an end to the intake of fake news.

Ghenai and Mejova studied Twitter tweets posting misinformation

on the Zeka Virus using automated Latent Dirichlet Allocation

(LDA) for topic discovery as well as a high-precision expert-led

Information Retrieval approach to identify relevant tweets in the

stream. Using crowdsourcing, they distinguished between rumor

and clarification tweets, which they then used to build automatic

classifiers [10]. This is one particular example of machine learning-

based approach to identify and address misinformation found in

social media on the narrative of Zika virus outbreak. In a study an-

alyzing reliable and unreliable health-related articles from multiple

Chinese online social media sites it was found there were differ-

ences in writing style, text topic, and feature distribution by both

intuitive and statistical analysis. A Health-related Misinformation

Detection framework (HMD) that included a feature-based method

and a text-based method for detecting unreliable health-related

information was proposed to help combat misinformation found

in healthcare [14]. Additionally, there is a possibility of the use of

news feed algorithms to down-rank content from sources that users

rate as untrustworthy. However, there is a strong justification that

laypeople will be handicapped by reasoning and lack of expertise,

and therefore, unable to identify misinformation content [9]. It is

evident that machine learning models significantly help to identify,

categorize, and tackle misinformation. However, the issue lies in the

lack of adoption of these technologies by social media platforms.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study on data from

Reddit for the specific topics on origin and cure. It is also the first

study to combine graph-theoretic modeling of social dynamics with

content dynamics for the same dataset.

3 METHODS
COVID-19 has exposed the vulnerabilities of modern societies to

not only an epidemic outbreak, but also to the corresponding spread

of misinformation on social media platforms. Misinformation is

often triggered, conceptualized, and spread through social media

platforms and significant political events. As Allen observed “Since

the 2016 U.S. presidential election, the deliberate spread of online

misinformation, in particular on social media platforms such as

Twitter and Facebook, has generated extraordinary interest across

several disciplines” [2]. With the monumental economic and human

loss, the spread of misinformation on social media platforms has

become an urgent problem of significant social interest. In order

to hold responsible parties accountable and recommend effective

strategies to contain the spread of misinformation, we proposed the

following research questions for this study: (𝑖) Can we quantify the

spread of misinformation? (𝑖𝑖) Can we quantitatively characterize

the users who spread misinformation? (𝑖𝑖𝑖) Can we study the dif-

ferences in the spread of different narratives? (𝑖𝑣) Can we observe

correlation between the narratives and the people who spread the

narratives?

In this section, we provide a brief overview of the methods we

use in this work to address the research questions that we posed.

We divide the methods into two categories: (𝑖) Content dynamics,

to quantify different aspects of the content of the narratives, and (𝑖𝑖)

Social dynamics, to quantify the human interactions that govern

the content.

Data:We collect the data from Reddit using the PushshiftAPI()
interface and search for specific queries using a given origin or

cure narrative [4]. We filter the queries using specific terms such

as create, created, engineered, made, developed, from,
cause, causes, or caused for origin, and cures, cured, curing
for the cure narratives. We combine several variations for Gates,
Soros, Fauci, 5G for origin, and Hydroxychloroquine, silver,
and Sputnik for cure narratives. We collect the data from 03/2020

to 03/2021 time period.

3.1 Content Dynamics
We process the data from Reddit using a Python-based social media

analytics tool named SocialSim [11, 20]. In particular, we compute

the folllowing metrics for all the origin and cure narratives studied

in this work, including the generation of graph-theoretic models

from the raw data:

• Shares: total number of spread actions for a specific topic.

• Audience/Users: total number of users who spread the infor-

mation.

• Lifetime: how long the spreading activity continues for using

a given metric of time.

• Speed: how quickly the number of shares grows over time.

• Gini Index or Gini ratio: represents inequality in a given popu-

lation. For our study, it measures the imbalance in shares per user

(for both initiation and participation).

• Palma Ratio: is defined as the ratio of the share of the top

10% to the bottom 40% of users in the population. For our study, it
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measures the imbalance in shares per user (for both initiation and

participation).

3.2 Social Dynamics
Connections between people, either online or in-person, can be

found throughout the world, regardless of where one lives. Vicario

observed that “The wide availability of user-provided content easily

available through online social media facilitates the aggregation of

people around common interests, worldviews, and narratives” [8].

For our study, that common interest lies with COVID-19 misin-

formation. The intake of misinformation is universal and as users

from all over the globe partake in the spreading of false narratives

it raises the severity of the issue. Thus, studying and characterizing

the social dynamics of the spread becomes critically important.

Reddit data is collected using the PushshiftAPI() library. Users
are assigned unique tokens for anonymity by Reddit. In the graph

representation of the data, 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸), the vertex set 𝑉 represents

unique users, and the edge set 𝐸 represents binary relations between

two users if one of the users comments on the post (or a comment)

by the other user. The edges are directed based on the directions

of the action. For the metrics presented in §4, we treat the graph

as undirected. We collect the following graph-theoretic measures

using Gephi [3].We also use Gephi for the two renderings presented

in §4.

• Degree distribution: the distribution of vertex-degrees in a

graph 𝐺 = (𝑉 , 𝐸). We denote the average degree as 𝛿avg.

• Components: the number of connected components in𝐺 . Since

wemodel𝐺 as undirected, we report weakly connected components

(where a path between any two vertices in a component exists).

• Modularity score: measures how well the nodes cluster with

other vertices in their own cluster (or community) for a given

clustering of a graph. The value ranges from 0 to 1, with higher

values indicating the existence of a good community structure.

• Number of communities (C): the number of communities in 𝐺 .

• Average path length : Average shortest path length between

all pairs of vertices in 𝐺 .

• Diameter (Φ): The longest shortest path between any two

vertices in 𝐺 .

• Clustering coefficient: of a vertex is the ratio of the actual

number of edges among its neighbors to the total possible number

of edges between them. Average clustering coefficient is the average

of clustering coefficients all the vertices in 𝐺 .

• Triangles: the number of triangles in 𝐺 , {(𝑎, 𝑏),(𝑏, 𝑐),(𝑐, 𝑎)}
exist in 𝐸 for any three vertices 𝑎, 𝑏, and 𝑐 in 𝑉 .

4 RESULTS & ANALYSIS
We present the key results from our experiments in this section.

Details of different metrics used are provided in §3.

4.1 Content Dynamics
The key insights we gain from the analysis of content revels the

amount of information disseminated, the number of people sharing

the information, and how quickly information gets shared. These

are important metrics that are used in the state-of-the-art research

and analysis of social media [11]. We summarize the information

representing content dynamics in Table 1 for the five origin narra-

tives, and the three cure narratives. We observe that all the topics

Table 1: Content Dynamics for Origin and Cure Narratives

Topic Lifetime #Shares #Users Speed
Origin Narratives

Fauci 389.26 33876 15231 87.03
Soros 389 12326 5768 31.69

Bioweapon 365.75 819 422 2.24
Gates 357.86 4338 2055 12.12

5g 296.32 4316 2952 14.57

Cure Narratives
Sputnik 390.77 15463 7880 39.57

Silver 382.37 2415 1573 6.32
Hydroxy 373.05 44668 22324 119.74

are discussed for roughly the same lifetime, but the number of

shares and user reach are different. Topics getting different levels

of attention with respect to each other. Further insight is provided

in Figure 2 for four of these topics. Of particular importance is

the rapid drop-off for the Silver narrative, which coincided with

activities in the real world. Speed — the average number of shares

per day — for Hydroxy (short for Hydroxychloroquine) is signifi-

cantly higher than Silver. This coincided with the multiple news

outbreaks for Hydroxy in the news media. In contrast, the inter-

est in Silver had a sudden drop-off. Similarly, there is significant

difference between Fauci and Bioweapon — marking the stark dif-

ferences between a human subject versus non-human subject and

the coinciding narratives in news media. Topic Fauci has the max-

imum number of shares and Hydroxy has the maximum number of

unique users over time. We refer the reader to a brief video by the

author with overlaid pictures of news clips that correspond to the

peaks in the user activity [12].

Palma score [6], which captures the imbalances in user engage-

ment, demonstrate that by and large inequality increases, i.e., more

people leave after one or few comments. However, 5G is rather

interesting since there is an equal number for initialization and

participation, as illustrated in Figure 1. A maximum difference in

contrast to 5G are that of Hydroxy and Silver.

4.2 Social Dynamics
Graphs capture the complex relationships in social interactions

on how people post and comment for a given narrative. User in-

teraction is modeled based on the users who post and those who

comment on posts and comments by other users, and thus forming a

complex interaction network. As summarized in Table 2, we observe

that graph structure remains fairly similar for different topics, but

with some distinctions such as largest diameter for Soros, where
the graph is roughly a third of the size of the graph representing

Fauci. It can also be noted that the graphs have a large number of

connected components due to the lack of users that span across

different posts within a given narrative, and the wide spread of the

lifetime of a given topic. This can be connected back to the Palma

ration presented in §4.1.

The primary goal of using graph-theoretic analysis is to identify

the existence of a few key users that can be targeted for control

if necessary. The different centrality measure distributions (not
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Figure 1: Palma scores for different origin and cure narratives, for initialization and participation activities (posts and com-
ments). 5G offers a drastic difference from Hydroxy and Silver narratives, for initialization and participation activities.

Table 2: Social Dynamics of Origin and Cure Narratives (metrics for 5G are omitted due to parsing errors in the data).

Topic |𝑉 | |𝐸 | 𝛿avg #Comp Modularity #C Φ Avg Path AvgCC #Tringles
Origin Narratives

Bioweapon 403 440 2.18 15 0.842 31 11 4.68 0.181 29

Gates 2023 2443 2.42 32 0.877 63 16 4.73 0.199 212

Soros 5544 7114 2.57 76 0.879 118 22 4.79 0.226 888

Fauci 14925 19649 2.63 192 0.911 271 18 5.1 0.186 2354

Cure Narratives
Silver 1545 1699 2.21 42 0.849 72 13 4.45 0.143 80

Sputnik 3506 3933 2.24 280 0.911 317 23 6.22 0.123 304

Hydroxy 16143 17350 2.15 1401 0.936 1508 25 6.43 0.132 1185

presented in this paper) provide ample evidence of such structure in

the data we studied. We now provide empirical evidence in a visual

manner using two examples: Fauci and Silver, as illustrated in

Figure 3. The existence of a key central vertices in Silver (in Blue)

is evident. For several topics, different communities are connected

through a few vertices. Thus, supporting the recommendations we

make in §5.

5 RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMBATING
MISINFORMATION:

With the amount of misinformation that is spreading on media

outlets, social media, and communities and influencing people all

over the world, regulations and solutions must be implemented. We

hypothesize that a large fraction of misinformation is propagated

inadvertently due to a lack of understanding and judgment in the

general public. Therefore, we propose that with the assistance of

machine learning techniques we can develop software to identify

and flag misinformation posts. This will not only help in educating

people on how to differentiate facts from fiction, but it will also

alert them and thus filter out deceptive and manipulative texts

from getting propagated. Further, we propose that social media

platforms limit the number of comments and shares of non-factual

or suspicious posts that spread misinformation. The platforms must

also introduce speed-breaking techniques, such as limiting the total

number of shares for a post in a day and number of comments

on a post, to slow the viral spread of misinformation as well as

reduce its recurrence and longevity. These techniques can help

minimize the increasingly large number of manipulative posts and

the spread of misinformation over multiple social media platforms.

Voluntary action by social media platforms and the general public

are largely effective. However, when commercial interests promote

misinformation, government regulation becomes necessary. The

government can undertake a broad swath of actions including edu-

cation through mandatory classes on media literacy at elementary,
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Figure 2: Number of unique users over time for origin and cure narratives.
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(a) Origin: Fauci Narrative.

(b) Cure: Silver Narrative.

Figure 3: Graph renderings for two user interaction graphs – origin narrative on Fauci, and cure narrative on Silver. Different
colors indicate different clusters (or communities), and vertices belonging to the same cluster have the same color.

middle, high school, and college levels. It is important to educate

the youth so that they grow into educated adults who can iden-

tify and differentiate between truth and carefully constructed lies.

Regulation of social media platforms through legal consequences

is also an effective strategy. For example, categorizing social media

as news media can introduce rigor and control.

Although effective techniques can be proposed in theory, the

implementation of these methods will be challenging. For instance,

machine learning models suffer from significant challenges such

as fairness and bias that originates from the training data that is

used, as well as the biases inadvertently introduced in the algo-

rithms by human programmers with their own sets of beliefs [16].

Enforcement of existing technologies by media platforms is limited

due to financial concerns and loss of users. Even when some social

media platforms implement regulations, users can find loopholes

in the system. Such as, creating multiple accounts or making pri-

vate accounts. Due to the rapidly changing nature of technology,

governmental policies to regulate misinformation often lag in reg-

ulation. Therefore, it is important that the government takes an

active role in implementing new policies to solve these ethical and

legal dilemmas. It should also be noted that the solutions proposed
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are based on scientific evidence found by researchers and psychol-

ogists. However, to understand the larger effects of implementing

regulations, diverse perspectives need to be considered. Albeit the

limitations, it cannot be stressed enough that the menace of misin-

formation has to be addressed effectively for the benefit of society.

Understanding and regulating the spread of misinformation are

necessary to reduce its adverse impact on the safety and health

of the general public. While the government, social media plat-

forms, and other organizations implement their own measures, a

vast amount of power can be exercised by the general public by

identifying misinformation and preventing its spread. And the time

to act is now.

The key recommendations can be summarized as follows:

• Containing the spread: Cut-off strategies such as limiting the

number of shares for a given post can be used to contain the spread.

• Containing the discussion of a post: Limiting the number of

comments for a post can minimize its viral impact, measured both

in terms of the speed and lifetime of a topic.

• Minimizing the peaks: Introducing speed breaking techniques

such as delays and (automated) fact checks can impede the speed

at with information spreads.

• Minimizing lifetime of a narrative: Implementing techniques,

including some of the ones discussed above, to reduce the rate of

recurrence can minimize the overall lifetime of a narrative.

• Counter measures: Effectively spreading positive and accurate

messages can counteract the overall speed and lifetime of a narra-

tive. Legal actions can also be a significant deterrent.

6 SUMMARY & FUTUREWORK
The spread of misinformation is a complex problem with adverse

impact on the society. Using data from a social media platform on

several COVID-19 fake origin and cure narratives, we provided

empirical evidence in support of a set of recommendations to mini-

mize the spread of misinformation on social media. In particular,

we presented the metrics and results on two categories — content

dynamics and social dynamics — for the same dataset. Supported

by the empirical evidence, it becomes increasingly clear that social

media platforms should incorporate regulations to minimize and

prevent the spread of misinformation. These actions are vital to

lessen the adverse impact on the general health of human society.

In the near future, we plan to advance the study through careful

examination of the content of the posts and comments for specific

links to news media and facts. In particular, actual user ids can be

correlated with the topic of posts and the exact position in the graph

structure, including the centrality metrics. We will also extend the

study to include other COVID-19 narratives, and data from other

social media platforms.
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